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Abstract: The party’s united front theory is the communist party of China in practice exploration of unique magic weapon, since 
the eighteenth congress, xi united front theory innovation research become the focus and hot spot, mainly focused on the object 
of xi united front theory, scope of research, xi theory of united front theory innovation, main experience and significance of the 
united front research.At present, the relevant academic circles have made certain research achievements on Xi Jinping’s united 
front theoretical innovation since the 18th National Congress of the CPC, but there is still room for research on relevant topics.
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Since the eighteenth congress, scholars from xi jinping united front theory innovation research, multi-dimensional discussion 
and analysis, our country also appeared many different theoretical results, this paper in recent years new academic research results 
integration and induction on the basis of the analysis of the research results.The sample papers involved in this paper were mainly 
started from August 2016 to August 2021, which reviewed the relevant academic circles on Xi Jinping during the five-year period.
1. Current situation of domestic research

In this field, until August this year, relevant scholars have innovated more than 70 articles on the United Front theory, with nearly 
100 papers.Among them, more than 30 articles have innovatively discussed the united front theory from an overall and comprehensive 
perspective.In addition, some of the other articles discuss the perspective is mostly relatively single.Among some existing master’s 
papers and doctoral papers in China, ordinary researchers are studying Xi Jinping’s United Front theory, and few scholars will focus 
their research on further innovation of theory.Through the integration and analysis of the existing research results, it is not difficult 
to see that basically all the articles studied and analyzed from this perspective are classifying Xi Jinping’s speech, but from different 
perspectives.
2. Basic Research of Xi Jinping’s United Front Theory
2.1 Research on the new basic understanding of Xi Jinping’s United Front

Since the beginning of the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, Chinese scholars in relevant fields have 
more and more realized the importance of the united front for the current era.The united front can play a great role in this times.If you 
want to understand Xi Jinping’s theory about the united front, then we must understand the nature and connotation of the united front.

From the perspective of essence and role, scholars have the following achievements, zhi-yong zheng (2021) [1] think: if want 
to reflect oneself is the most advanced for our country, the most powerful force, then will try their best to obtain the support of the 
people, cohesion can gather all strength, it is very important for the completion of related work, is also the premise of the united front.
For role, he thinks the united front is a weapon, can help the communist party to obtain the support of the people, enhance the power 
of the communist party, from the perspective of theory condensed party personnel, so can largely help the communist party victory 
revolution and reform, can help our party to further consolidate its class base, expand the scope of the masses, make the party can 
further obtain and consolidate the position, help China to further build a well-off society in an all-round way, promote modernization, 
realize the Chinese dream.”
2.2 Xi Jinping United Front Theory Innovation Research

First, we should explain the theory of the maximum common divisor.Wu Liping (2019) believes that in Xi Jinping’s core theory 
related to the united front, it fully reflects how flexible [2] makes friends in fellowship related work;About the “concentric circle” theory.
Mo Yueyun (2019) believes that this theory is a very important theory about the united front.The concentric circles mentioned in this 
theory are mainly contained between nations and nations.From the perspective of the consistency and diversity of things: Chen Ming, 
diversity refers to different places, this different place mainly appear in political theory, because there are many political forces in 
society, these political forces contain different demands and values, consistency is a consensus on the basis of these different values, 
consistency and diversity is mutual dialectical [3].From the perspective of the framework of the United Front, Yang Weimin (2019) 
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put forward: “ In Xi Jinping’s theory, the framework of the United Front mainly has a broad vision, with long-term theory and overall 
theory, and covers and includes multiple contents from the perspective of military and war.Corresponding to this is China’s political, 
ethnic, country, road and so on.”[4]

2.3 The Characteristics of Xi Jinping’s United Front Theory
On the characteristics of Xi Jinping’s United Front theory, first, three views.Liao Xiaoming (2017) put out that the three views 

refer to the view of history, development and interests, which mainly means that Xi Jinping has these three concepts in the process 
of forming a united front theory with Xi Jinping characteristics.Specifically, it is to combine the status of the united front with the 
perspective of the historical view, combine the innovation of connotation with the perspective of development and the development 
concept, and combine the role with the pattern and status of the view of interest with [5].Second, the four sex said.Fan Nanxi (2019) 
proposed that the four sexes refer to inheriting the historic development, the fundamental core of leadership, the central position of the 
people, and the era of national rejuvenation. That is to say, the United Front theory based on Xi Jinping theory has four fundamental 
characteristics of [6].The third is six said.Lin Ping (2018) pointed out that six special refers to the prominent consciousness of United 
Front, magnificent vision of United Front, strong popular feelings, attention to problem-oriented, comprehensive deployment, and 
pragmatic methods. that is to say, Xi Jinping Theory of United Front has these six characteristics [7].
3. Existing problems and related evaluation

First of all, the academic and logical level needs to be further improved.So far some research results of the research will focus on 
explaining the thought connotation, establish ideological advantage, mining thought, etc., but from the perspective of marxist theory 
and philosophy of its theory research results still lack, and xi united front theory without marxist theory and philosophy theory, but in 
this research is less.

Secondly, the academic circle has further research on practice can be more in-depth, and most Chinese scholars will focus on the 
social class and non-party intellectuals, while making achievements, there are also some shortcomings.Most scholars start from the 
theoretical perspective and put forward solutions according to the problems, but they did not jump out of the established theoretical 
framework.At the same time, in the process of analysis, few or no scholars have applied it to modern information technology, and for 
the “new three people” proposed by Xi Jinping, the development of these groups has a young trend, and the use of emerging means 
has become the best way to study them.In order to more effectively avoid the problems described above, then it is necessary to more 
effectively use the current technology for practical investigation, and apply the survey results in turn to practice.

Finally, most of the research results available now remain at a shallow level, and they are not prone to new ideas.The author found 
that although the number of achievements is large, but there are a large number of similarities in these research results, and even some 
basic theories and content are the same, from the perspective of theoretical depth needs to be deepened.In addition, the united front 
theory should not cover a single theory. The united Front theory involves a quite wide range of disciplines. In the process of studying 
the united front theory, it is suggested to study the theories in other fields involved in some disciplines, enrich the achievements and 
make the research have characteristics.
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